Storyteller: It’s time for school. This is Miss Worm, the bugs’ teacher.
Miss Worm: Hello, bugs! How are you today?
Bugs: Fine, thank you. How are you?
Miss Worm: I’m fine, thank you.
Lucy’s new pencil case

Lucy: Look at my new pencil case!
Colin: Wow!
Bee: Fantastic!
Snail: Great!
Butterfly: Brilliant!
Lucy: Look! I’ve got a pencil ... crayons ... a rubber ... a pencil sharpener ... scissors ... and glue!
Miss Worm: Very nice, Lucy.
Miss Worm: Come on now, bugs! Let’s start our work.
Bugs: Yes, Miss Worm.
Colin: Can I borrow your pencil, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Yes, of course. Here you are.
Colin: Thank you.
Bee: Can I borrow your rubber, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Yes, of course. Here you are.
Bee: Thank you.
Snail: Can I borrow your pencil sharpener, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Yes. Here you are!
Snail: Thank you.
Butterfly: Can I borrow your crayons, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Yes. Here you are!
Butterfly: Thank you.
Colin: Can I borrow your scissors, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Oh dear. Yes. Here you are.
Colin: Thank you.
Bee: Can I borrow your glue, please, Lucy?
Lucy: Mmm. Yes. Here you are.
Bee: Thank you.
Lucy’s new pencil case

Lucy: Oh, dear! I can’t work now.
Miss Worm: Come on, everyone. Hurry up. Finish your work.
Lucy: I can’t!
Lucy’s new pencil case

Bugs: Oh! Sorry, Lucy!
Colin: Here’s your pencil!
Bee: Here’s your rubber!
Snail: Here’s your pencil sharpener!
Butterfly: And your crayons!
Colin: And your scissors!
Bee: And your glue!
Lucy: Oh, thank you. I can work now.
Lucy: This is great!
Colin: Yes, fantastic!
Bugs: Finished, Miss Worm!
Miss Worm: Very good, bugs! Well done! Great work!
**Story card 1**

**Let’s play, Tanya!**

**Storyteller:** Tanya is playing a computer game. Tanya’s friends, Jack and Debbie want to play.

**Jack:** Hello, Tanya!

**Debbie:** Hello, Tanya!

**Tanya:** Oh. Hello, Jack! Hello, Debbie!
Debbie: I want to play football!
Jack: Great idea! Me too! Let’s play football, Tanya!
Tanya: Oh, no. Not now.
Storyteller: So Jack and Debbie play football and Tanya plays her computer game.
Later ...

Jack: I want to play cards!
Debbie: Great idea! Me too! Let’s play cards, Tanya!
Tanya: Oh, no. Not now.

Storyteller: So Jack and Debbie play cards and Tanya plays her computer game.
Later ...
Debbie: I want to play a board game!
Jack: Great idea! Me too! Let’s play a board game, Tanya!
Tanya: Oh, no. Not now.
Storyteller: So Jack and Debbie play a board game and Tanya plays her computer game.
Let’s play, Tanya!

Computer voice: Your score is ten.
Tanya: Oh, brilliant!
Computer voice: Game over. Exit now.
Let’s play, Tanya!

Tanya: Hey, Jack! Debbie! Let’s play a game!
Jack: Oh, no. Not now.
Debbie: It’s time to go home.
Tanya: Oh ...
Tanya: Hey! I know. Wait! Jack! Debbie! Let's listen to music!
Debbie and Jack: Oh, alright.
Let’s play, Tanya!

Jack: Hey! This is fantastic! Let’s sing and dance!
Tanya: Oh, yes! Great idea!
Storyteller: It’s night time. The sheep is by the river. The sheep is very thirsty.

Sheep: Oh, no! The moon is in the river. I’m going to get a boat.

Storyteller: The sheep walks and walks.

Sheep: Poor moon! Poor moon!
Duck: Hello, Sheep.
Sheep: Hello, Duck.
Duck: Where are you going?
Sheep: The moon is in the river. I’m going to get a boat.
Duck: Oh, dear. Poor moon! Can I come with you?
Sheep: Yes, of course, Duck.
Storyteller: The sheep and the duck walk and walk.
Sheep and Duck: Poor moon! Poor moon!
The moon is in the river

Cow: Hello, Sheep.
Sheep: Hello, Cow.
Cow: Where are you going?
Sheep: The moon is in the river. I’m going to get a boat.
Cow: Oh, dear. Poor moon! Can I come with you?
Sheep: Yes, of course, Cow.
Storyteller: The sheep, the duck and the cow walk and walk.
Sheep, Duck and Cow: Poor moon! Poor moon!
Hen: Hello, Sheep.
Sheep: Hello, Hen.
Hen: Where are you going?
Sheep: The moon is in the river. I’m going to get a boat.
Hen: Oh, dear. Poor moon! Can I come with you?
Sheep: Yes, of course, Hen.

Storyteller: The sheep, the duck, the cow and the hen walk and walk.
Sheep, Duck, Cow and Hen: Poor moon! Poor moon!
Horse: Hello, Sheep.
Sheep: Hello, Horse.
Horse: Where are you going?
Sheep: The moon is in the river. I’m going to get a boat.
Horse: Oh, dear. Poor moon! Can I come with you?
Sheep: Yes, of course, Horse.
Cat: Miaow! Can I come with you too?
Sheep: Yes, of course, Cat.
Storyteller: The sheep, the duck, the cow, the hen, the horse and the cat walk and walk.
All: Poor moon! Poor moon!
The moon is in the river

Storyteller: The animals get a boat to rescue the moon.
Sheep: Come on!
Duck: Quick!
Horse: Let’s help the moon.
Storyteller: The sheep, the duck, the cow, the hen, the horse and the cat row and row.
All: Poor moon! Poor moon!
Sheep: Here’s the moon!
Hen: Stand up!
Cow: Are you ready?
All: Yes! Oh ... oh ... oh ...
Storyteller: The animals fall in the river.
Sheep: Oh! Look at the moon. It isn’t in the river! It’s in the sky!
Storyteller: Sandra has got a black cat, Felix. Sandra loves Felix. Sandra’s little brother and sister love Felix. Mum and Dad love Felix too.

Sandra, Mum, Dad, brother and sister: Hello, Felix!
Storyteller: One day it’s windy and it’s raining. Felix is lost. Sandra is very sad.

Sandra: Where’s Felix? Felix! Felix!

Mum: I don’t know.

Dad: I don’t know.

Sandra: Oh ...
The old house

Mum: I know. Maybe he's in the old house.
Sandra: Yes. Let's go to the old house.
Dad: Good idea.
Sandra: Is Felix in the kitchen?
Mum: No.
Sandra: Help. I’m scared!
Mum: Come on, Sandra.
Sandra: Is Felix in the living room?
Dad: No.
Sandra: Help. I’m scared!
Dad: Come on, Sandra.
The old house

Sandra: Is Felix in the bathroom?
Mum: No.
Sandra: Help. I’m scared!
Mum: Come on, Sandra.
Sandra: Is Felix in the bedroom?
Mum: What big eyes!
Dad: What big ears!
Mum: What big teeth!
Mum and Dad: It's a monster! Help. I'm scared!
Sandra: Come on, Mum and Dad. Look. It's a cat! It's Felix!
Felix: Miaow. Miaow.
Mum and Dad: Hello, Felix.
Sandra: Oh, I'm so happy. I love you, Felix.
Felix: Miaow.
**Story card 1**

![Crocodile tears](image)

*Storyteller:* It’s hot and sunny. The crocodile wants his breakfast.

*Crocodile:* I’m hungry! Ha, ha. Here’s Frog. Mmm. Delicious!
Frog: Hello, Crocodile.
Crocodile: Hello, Frog.
Frog: What's the matter?
Crocodile: I've got a headache!
Frog: Oh, dear ...
Crocodile: Oh, help me. Come here, please!
Storyteller: The frog goes near and the crocodile goes 'snap'!
Crocodile: Ha, ha. Here’s Turtle. Mmm. Delicious!
Turtle: Hello, Crocodile.
Crocodile: Hello, Turtle.
Turtle: What's the matter?
Crocodile: I've got a tummy ache.
Turtle: Oh, dear ...
Crocodile: Oh, help me. Come here, please!
Storyteller: The turtle goes near and the crocodile goes 'snap'!
Crocodile: Ha, ha. Here's Mouse. Mmm. Delicious!
Mouse: Hello, Crocodile.
Crocodile: Hello, Mouse.
Mouse: What's the matter?
Crocodile: I've got an earache.
Mouse: Oh, dear ...
Crocodile: Oh, help me. Come here, please!
Storyteller: The mouse goes near and the crocodile goes 'snap'!
Monkey: Hello, Crocodile.
Crocodile: Hello, Monkey. Oh ...
Monkey: What’s the matter?
Crocodile: I’ve got a toothache.
Monkey: Oh, dear ...
Crocodile: Oh, help me. Come here, please!
Storyteller: The monkey goes near ...
Monkey: Tickle, tickle, tickle.
Storyteller: ... and all the animals appear!
Storyteller: Princess Crystal is playing with her beautiful ball. The ball falls in the pond.
Princess: Oh, no! My beautiful ball!
Storyteller: Suddenly a little green frog appears.
Frog: What’s the matter, Princess?
Princess: My ball is in the water.
Frog: I can get your ball. But you must be my best friend.
Princess: Yes, of course. I promise.
The princess and the frog

Storyteller: The frog gets the ball and gives it to Princess Crystal.
Frog: Here’s your ball, Princess.
Princess: Oh, thank you.
Storyteller: The princess runs to the palace.
Princess: Goodbye, Frog.
Frog: Hey, Princess. Wait for me! Remember! I’m your best friend.
Princess: Best friends with a frog? No, thank you. Bye-bye! I don’t like the frog!
Storyteller: Now the princess is having breakfast. Suddenly the little green frog appears.

Frog: Hello, Princess. Remember! I'm your best friend.

Princess: Oh ... it's you.

Frog: What's for breakfast?

Princess: Toast and cereal.

Frog: Can I have some, please?

Princess: Well ... Yes, OK.
The princess and the frog

Storyteller: Now the princess is having lunch. Suddenly the little green frog appears.
Frog: Hello, Princess. Remember! I'm your best friend.
Princess: Oh ...
Frog: What's for lunch?
Princess: Pizza and ice cream.
Frog: Can I have some, please?
Princess: Oh, yes. I like the frog now.
Storyteller: Now the princess is having dinner. Suddenly the little green frog appears.
Frog: Hello, Princess. Remember! I’m your best friend.
Princess: Oh ... hello.
Frog: What’s for dinner?
Princess: Bread and soup.
Frog: Can I have some, please?
Princess: Yes, of course. You’re my best friend now!
The princess and the frog

Storyteller: Suddenly a prince appears.
Prince: Yes, I’m your best friend now!